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Abstract
Proof of principle for local drug delivery with Acoustic Cluster Therapy (ACT) was demonstrated
in a human prostate adenocarcinoma growing in athymic mice, using near infrared (NIR) dyes as
model molecules. A dispersion of negatively charged microbubble/positively charged
microdroplet clusters are injected i.v., activated within the target pathology by diagnostic
ultrasound (US), undergo an ensuing liquid-to-gas phase shift and transiently deposit 20-30 µm
large bubbles in the microvasculature, occluding blood flow for ~ 5-10 min. Further application
of low frequency US induces biomechanical effects that increase the vascular permeability,
leading to a locally enhanced extravasation of components from the vascular compartment
(e.g. released or co-administered drugs). Results demonstrated deposition of activated bubbles
in tumor vasculature. Following ACT treatment, a significant and tumor specific increase in the
uptake of a co-administered macromolecular NIR dye was shown. In addition, ACT compound
loaded with a lipophilic NIR dye to the microdroplet component was shown to facilitate local
release and tumor specific uptake. Whereas the mechanisms behind the observed increased
and tumor specific uptake are not fully elucidated, it is demonstrated that the ACT concept can
be applied as a versatile technique for targeted drug delivery.
Keywords: Acoustic Cluster Therapy, ACT, local drug delivery, PC-3 prostate adenocarcinoma,
pre-clinical.
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1. Introduction
Inadequate delivery into solid tumors is a well-recognized problem for a wide variety of drugs
(e.g. chemotherapeutic agents), including small molecules, macromolecules such as monoclonal
antibodies and cytokines, and nanoparticles with a variety of compositions. Once administrated
into the circulation, endothelial cells and other biological barriers restrict their passive
extravasation into the tissue of the targeted pathology. Delivery of a systemically administrated
agent to cells within solid tumors involves three processes: distribution through the vascular
compartment, transport across the microvascular wall or extravasation, and dispersion within
the tumor interstitium [1]. However, for a number of drugs, the current, passive transvascular
delivery paradigm is inefficient, and insufficient tumor penetration of therapeutic agents to
reach effective local concentrations is often the outcome. In combination with low therapeutic
indexes, increasing the dosages is not a viable strategy due to serious and wide spread adverse
effects, overall limiting the clinical utility of a range of potent drugs.
Over the past decades, a range of strategies to overcome this fundamental problem and
improve on the specificity of drug action has been explored. Active and passive approaches,
exploiting particular cancer tumor characteristic such as design of drugs augmenting the
Enhanced Permeability and Retention (EPR) effect, have been investigated extensively [2-5]. A
range of drug carrier concepts, e.g. liposomes, miscelles, dendrimers, nanoparticles have been
employed, either to passively make use of the EPR effect or in combination with surface ligands
that actively promote accumulation in tumor tissue through biochemically affinity to specifically
expressed target groups. In many cases, these strategies have shown promise in pre-clinical
studies, but transition to clinical practice with drugs designed to exploit the EPR effect has been
very limited, with an exception for Doxil® [6] and possibly Abraxane® [7].
As an alternative approach, recent research and development have paid attention to externally
activated drug delivery systems. Heat, light, ultrasound (US), electric and magnetic fields have
been used as external energy sources for activating a drug formulation system in-vivo for
release and delivery of drugs at targeted locations within the body [8].
Over the past two decades, there has been growing interest in drug delivery using US,
particularly in combination with regular contrast microbubbles such as Sonovue® or Optison®
[9]. In brief, local US insonation of a pathologic condition (e.g. tumor) containing microbubbles
in vascular compartments induces bubble oscillations (stable or inertial cavitation) which lead
to a variety of biomechanical effects that enhance extravasation and distribution of drug
molecules to target tissue [9-14]. This approach may hence be explored to improve on the local
specificity of a drug, either co-injected with, or attached to microbubbles. Again, US in
combination with microbubbles has shown promising results pre-clinically, but the approach
has yet to reach regular clinical practice. Whereas the concept clearly holds merit, it also carries
certain attributes that limits the effects. Used for local release, the microbubbles must be
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loaded with drug. In such a case, only a very thin stabilizing structure (e.g. phospholipid
membrane or protein shell) is available for loading of microbubble formulations [15]. In
addition, the circulation or lifetime of most microbubbles is typically on the order of 2-3 min,
limiting the exposure time. Furthermore, the oscillating bubbles need to be close to the
endothelial wall to maximize their biomechanical effects [14]. However, regular contrast
microbubbles are quite small, and in a free flowing situation, the average distance between
microbubbles and vessel wall may be too large to produce an optimal effect. Finally, to produce
sufficient biomechanical work, microbubbles often need a high US intensity that induces inertial
cavitation, with ensuing safety issues.
The concept investigated in the current paper; Acoustic Cluster Therapy (ACT), makes use of
similar mechanism as with regular microbubbles, but addresses the shortcomings of the latter.
Details and attributes of the ACT formulation concept are described in [16]. In brief, the
approach comprises administration of a dispersion of negatively charged microbubble/
positively charged microdroplet clusters, optionally containing a drug payload, followed by a
two-step, local US activation and enhancement procedure. US activation induces a liquid-to-gas
phase shift of the microdroplet component and the formation of a large bubble that transiently
lodge in the microvasculature, occluding blood flow. The subsequent US enhancement step
induces controlled volume oscillations that induce enhanced local permeability of the
vasculature, allowing extravasation of drug into the tumor tissue extracellular matrix. The
concept can hence integrate local drug delivery with enhanced tissue penetration, induced by
mild biomechanical effects. Alternatively, the approach can be explored to improve uptake of
systemically co-administered drug. The ACT concept represents an unprecedented approach to
targeted drug delivery that may improve significantly the efficacy of e.g. current chemotherapy
regimen.
In the current paper, we demonstrate proof of principle for this new treatment strategy,
applying US imaging for confirmation of activation and the deposition of large, activated ACT
bubbles, and studying delivery and uptake of model drugs, near infrared (NIR) dyes, in a human
prostate cancer (PC3) tumor mouse model.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Mice and Tumors
PC-3 prostate adenocarcinoma cells (American Type Culture Collection, USA) were cultured in
Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (Life Technologies, USA) with 10% fetal bovine serum at
37°C and 5% CO2. Female Balb/c nude mice (C.Cg/AnNTac-Foxn1nu NE9, Taconic, Denmark)
were purchased at 6-8 week of age. The animals were housed in groups of five in individually
ventilated cages (IVCs) (Model 1284 L, Techniplast, France). Mice were housed under conditions
free of specific pathogens according to the recommendations set by the Federation for
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Laboratory Animal Science Associations [17]. The mice also had free access to food and sterile
water and a controlled environment with temperatures kept between 19 and 22°C and relative
humidity between 50% and 60%. All experimental animal procedures were in compliance with
protocols approved by the Norwegian National Animal Research Authorities. Before tumor
implantation, mice were anesthetized with isoflurane, and a 50 µl suspension containing 3x106
PC-3 cells was slowly injected subcutaneously on the lateral aspect of the left hind leg between
the hip and the knee. Tumors were allowed to grow for 4–6 weeks until the diameter of the
tumor was between 8 and 10 mm. Anesthesia was induced by subcutaneous (s.c.) injection of
midazolam (5 mg/kg)/fentanyl (0.05 mg/kg)/medetomidin (0.5 mg/kg) prior to each
intervention described below. One hour after treatment, an antidote for sedation and
anesthesia (atipamezol (2.5 mg/kg) and flumazenil (0.5 mg/kg)) was injected s.c. to wake up the
mouse. Mice were kept in a recovery chamber after treatment. Further anesthesia was induced
by isoflurane. During all experiments the mouse body temperature was kept constant.

2.2 Test Items
Investigated test items were kindly provide by Phoenix solution, Oslo, Norway. Details are
provided in [16]. In brief, the following formulations were investigated;
a) Sonazoid™ (GE Healthcare AS, Norway) [18]; an US contrast agent comprising
perfluorobutane (PFB) microbubbles stabilized with a hydrogenated egg
phosphatidylserine-sodium (HEPS-Na) phospholipid membrane, embedded in a
lyophilized sucrose matrix.
b) Non-loaded ACT compound. Microbubble/microdroplet cluster dispersion comprising
Sonazoid™ reconstituted with 2 ml of perfluoromethylcyclopentane (PFMCP)
microdroplets (3 µl/ml) stabilized with a distearoylphosphatidylcholine (DSCP)
phospholipid membrane with 3% (mol/mol) stearlyamine (SA), dispersed in 5 mM TRIS
buffer.
c) Loaded ACT compound. Microbubble/microdroplet cluster dispersion loaded with
lipophilic carbocyanine dye 1,1'-dioctadecyl-3,3,3',3'-tetramethylindotricarbocyanine
iodide (DiR); Sonazoid™ reconstituted with 2 ml of PFMCP:trichlorofluoropropane:
trichloromethane microdroplets (3 µl/ml), containing 10 mg/ml DiR dye, stabilized with
a DSCP membrane with 3% (mol/mol) SA, dispersed in 5 mM TRIS buffer.
2.3 Experimental set up
Characteristics and attributes of ACT were investigated with two techniques; 1) US imaging for
elucidation of deposit characteristics and effects on vascularity and 2) Optical imaging for
demonstration of enhanced uptake and targeted delivery. The experimental set up is visualized
in Figure 1. In both cases, for activation, the tumor was insonated by regular diagnostic US
(DUS) using a clinical VScan system (GE Healthcare AS, Norway), with a transducer (Activation
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Tx) center frequency of 2.25 MHz and nominal mechanical index (MI) of 0.8 (Peak Negative
Pressure, PNP, of 1.2 MPa), was used in cardiac mode. Actual MI was measured by a calibrated
hydrophone to be approx. 0.40 (PNP of approx. 0.6 MPa) in the insonated tumor volume. For
US imaging, a small animal imaging system (Vevo2100, VisualSonics Inc., Canada) with a 16 MHz
transducer (Imaging Tx) and a nominal MI of 0.2 (PNP 0.8 MPa) was applied. For optical imaging
studies of enhanced uptake and targeted delivery, after activation, the tumor tissue was
insonated with low frequency US (LFUS) of 500 kHz at an MI of 0.2 (PNP of 0.14 MPa) using a
custom made transducer (Enhancement Tx) (Imasonic SAS, France).

Figure 1. Illustration of the experimental set up (Tx = US transducer)

2.4 Ultrasound Imaging
2.4.1 In vivo imaging of activation and deposition of ACT bubbles
50 µl non-loaded ACT compound was injected intravenously (i.v.) and activated by local DUS
insonation of tumor tissue for 75 sec. ACT contrast enhanced US (CEUS) imaging was performed
with the Vevo2100 during the activation procedure and continued post activation in B-mode,
Linear Contrast imaging mode. The imaging settings were: Transmit Frequency 16 MHz with a
power of 3%. Acquisition: Gain 10 dB, Frame rate 10/s. Image display were held constant at a
dynamic range of 45 dB, brightness 50, and contrast 50. Activation DUS was turned on at start
of injection and 1000 frames were recorded at 10 frames a sec. Time intensity curves (TICs) of
the tumor tissues were generated using VisualSonics software. As controls, Sonazoid™ only or
microdroplets only, at the same concentration as in the ACT compound, were injected and the
same activation and imaging procedures were performed.
2.4.2. Assessment of tumor vasculature
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For three animals, before and after activation and deposition of ACT bubbles as described in
2.4.1., tumor vasculature was assessed by i.v. injection of 50 µl SonazoidTM diluted 1:4 in 5%
mannitol solution. The post treatment analysis was performed after complete clearance of the
activated bubbles; i.e. > 15 min after ACT treatment. CEUS imaging was performed with the
Vevo2100 in non-linear contrast mode with a transmit power of 10%, and standard beam
width. Image acquisition settings were kept constant for all recording. From the moment of
injection of SonazoidTM, 300 frames were recorded at 10 frames per sec. TICs of the tumor
tissues were generated using VisualSonics software. Videos pre and post ACT treatment were
visually compared for market changes in vascularity and vascular patterns. In addition, in order
to generate a numeric assessment of global changes in tumor vasculature, TIC curves pre ACT
treatment where normalized with TIC curves post treatment. This analysis should detect global
changes in in-flow patterns and vascularity through deviations from a horizontal line through 1.
2.5 Quantitative NIR imaging in vivo
A Pearl Impulse Imager (LI-COR Biosciences Ltd., UK) was used for quantitative near infrared
fluorescence (NIRF) imaging in vivo. The excitation/emission setting for the 800 nm channel was
785/820 nm. For every data point a bright light image as well as a NIR image was recorded.
Animals were imaged before treatments to establish a background level of fluorescence. The
images were analyzed using Pearl Impulse Software (version 2.0). Regions of interest (ROI) for
both hind limbs were selected from equivalent-sized areas containing the same number of
pixels. ROIs were quantified for total pixel values.
2.5.1. ACT enhanced uptake of co-administered macromolecular infrared (IR) IRDye 800CW-PEG
As a model for a co-injected drug, a vascular contrast agent comprised of an infrared dye
attached to a polyethylene glycol (PEG) molecule (IRDye 800CW-PEG; LI-COR) was used [19].
The mice were injected i.v. with 50 µl of IRDye 800CW-PEG at a final concentration of 5 pmol/g
body weight and 50 µl NaCL or 50 µl non-loaded ACT compound were injected via tail vein.
Activation was performed for 45 sec. In one group, the activation step was followed by an
enhancement step, insonating the tumor tissue with LFUS, 8 cycle pulses with a pulse repetition
frequency of 1 kHz for 5 min.
The animals were imaged directly after treatment (1 min), and after 30 min, 1, 3, 6, and 9 h. 3
groups were compared:
1.
Control group (n=3) received IRDye 800CW-PEG and NaCl, and were then placed on
the US treatment rig for 5 min and 45 sec before imaging, but received no US.
2.
Activation only group (n=3) received IRDye 800CW-PEG and ACT compound before
activation as stated. The mice were then kept in the US treatment rig for an
additional 5 min, without applying the low frequency enhancement insonation
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3.

Activation and Enhancement group (n=5) received IRDye 800CW-PEG and ACT
compound before US activation and enhancement steps as stated.

2.5.2. ACT mediated delivery and uptake of lipophilic carbocyanine dye (DiR)
Four mice were injected i.v. with 50 µl DiR loaded ACT compound via tail vein. As described in
2.5.1., DUS and LFUS treatment was applied for 45 sec and 5 min, respectively. The animals
were imaged directly after treatment and after 30 min. The control group (n=3) received DiR
loaded ACT compound and were transferred to the US treatment set-up for the duration of 5
min and 45 sec, but no US was applied.
2.6. Statistical Analysis
Results are expressed as mean ± standard deviation. Statistical comparisons of tumor NIR signal
between groups were performed using a two-tailed paired Student’s t-test. A p value less than
0.05 was considered statistically significant.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1 In vivo imaging of activation and deposition of ACT bubbles
Upon activation with DUS, appearance and deposition of activated ACT bubbles could be
observed as individual, stationary (i.e. non-moving), bright echoes up to 5-10 min after
treatment (Figure 2). Sonazoid™ on the other hand, showed a regular “wash-in/wash-out”
pattern with continuously moving echoes, clearing completely after approx. one minute.

Figure 2. Vevo2100 images (linear B-mode) of PC3 tumor (marked by dotted line). A) Ultrasound
image before treatment (baseline). B) Ultrasound image 90 s after injection of Sonazoid™. C)
Ultrasound image 90 s after injection and activation of ACT compound. Large, activated and
deposited bubbles are observed as bright, stationary echoes within the tumor volume. Images
are color coded to show signal above baseline in green.

TICs of ACT compound compared to Sonazoid™ and microdroplets control are shown in Figure
3. Sonazoid showed an initial increase in contrast intensity with a peak (~ 40 A.U.) after approx.
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6 sec followed by a rapid decrease back to baseline intensity after approx. 40 sec. US activated
ACT compound showed an increase to approx. 65 A.U. after approx. 25 sec and then remained
essentially stable throughout the first 90 sec sequence. After approx. 2 min, the contrast signal
from the ACT compound started a slow decrease back to baseline after some 15 min. The
Sonazoid™ signal was as expected from this US contrast agents [20] and the imaging signal from
ACT compound was similar to observations from earlier studies [16]. TICs of the microdroplets
only control showed no significant changes of contrast intensity from baseline. This
demonstrates, as expected, that DUS does not induce vaporization of the microdroplet
component in the absence of an attached microbubble.

Figure 3. Time intensity curves (linear B-mode, baseline normalized) of inflow of activated ACT
compound (red), Sonazoid™ (blue) and Microdroplets into tumor tissue.

Comparing the echo contrast signal from Sonazoid™ to the ACT compound, we clearly identify
significant differences in signal characteristics. ACT bubbles appear as stationary, large and
bright contrast intensity spots whereas Sonazoid™ as small moving signals, flickering
throughout the tumor vasculature. Furthermore, the ACT echoes appear stationary for typically
2-5 min and then dislodge one by one, sometimes intermittently to lodge in a new location, and
then to disappear completely after approx. 15 min. These results confirm the postulated
generation and deposit of large activated bubbles upon US insonation of ACT compound.
Qualitative, visual assessment of CEUS images revealed no marked differences in tumor
perfusion characteristics, pre- and post- ACT treatment. Comparison of TICs pre- and post- ACT
treatment is shown in Figure 4. As noted, for all animals the ratio of non-linear contrast before
and after ACT treatment is close to 1 over the time window investigated demonstrating that
that ACT does not affect tumor vascular blood flow on a global level in any marked manner. It
has earlier been reported that high intensity US in combination with microbubbles can reduce
8

perfusion [21]. Compared to the current study, however, in [21] significantly higher MI and
longer US pulses were applied. The lack of observed vascular effect shows that ACT treatment
can be repeated several times in the same tumor.

Figure 4. Time intensity curves (non-linear contrast mode) of inflow of Sonazoid™ pre- ACT treatment,
normalized with post- ACT treatment data. Results from three individual animals.

3.2 ACT enhanced uptake of co-administered macromolecular agent IRDye 800CW-PEG.
Typical images from the control (no US) and US Activation + Enhancement groups are shown in
Figure 5; NIR images showing 800CW-PEG accumulation 1 h after treatment. Notably from
these images, no tumor uptake of dye was observed in the control group, whereas the ACT
treated tumor showed clear evidence of a strong uptake, localized to the treated tumor tissue.
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Figure 5. Typical NIR images of animals receiving 800CW-PEG, with no ACT compound or US treatment
(left) and animals receiving 800CW-PEG, ACT compound, and activation and enhancement US
treatment (right). Images taken 1 h after injection.

For all treatment groups, a NIR signal of 0.15 (± 0.02) a.u. was observed in the control (right) leg
after injection of 800CW-PEG, compared to pre-scan values of auto fluorescence < 0.003 a.u.
This increase remained constant over 9 h. No significant differences of the control legs signal
intensity between groups was observed.
The uptake of 800CW-PEG in tumors compared to control legs was calculated as tumor to
control leg (TCL) ratios in fluorescence intensity (Fig. 6). Compared to auto fluorescence
measured at pre-scan, the control group showed no statistically significant increase in NIR
signal until 3 h after 800CW-PEG injection. After 3 h the TCL ratio was 1.38 (± 0.07), significantly
higher than pre-treatment (p<0.04). For the control group the NIR signal continued to increase
over time to maximum TCL ratio of 1.5 (± 0.05) after 9 h. The 800CW-PEG dye is a long
circulation time, EPR imaging agent and the observed increase in TCL is as expected for this
molecule. Directly after treatment, and at every point up to 9 h after treatment, in both groups
treated with ACT compound (Activation only and Activation + Enhancement groups), the
800CW-PEG accumulation was significantly higher (p<0.01) compared to control tumors. One
minute after treatment, the accumulation increased to TCL values of 1.28 (± 0.04) and 1.43 (±
0.13), corresponding to increases of 25% (p<0.001) and 41% (p<0.002) for Activation only and
Activation + Enhancement, respectively, compared to the control leg. The maximum difference
observed was for the Activation + Enhancement group, which 1 h after treatment showed a TCL
of 1.65 (± 0.18) compared to 1.10 (± 0.04) for the control group, an increase of 50% (p<0.002).
Linear regressions to all data points from 1 min to 1 h (Fig. 6) showed that the Activation +
Enhancement group displayed more than a doubling in uptake rate for the first hour after
treatment compared to the control group; slope of the regression was 0.21 (± 0.08) h-1 and 0.08
(± 0.08) h-1, for these two groups, respectively. The Activation + Enhancement group showed
statistically higher uptake vs. the Activation only group for up to 3 h after treatment.
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Figure 6. 800CW-PEG accumulation in tumor tissue. Accumulation is expressed as the ratio of NIR
signal between the tumor tissue (left leg) and the contralateral, non-treated leg of the same animal.
Error bars are Standard Error of Mean (SEM). Dashed arrows indicate results from linear regression to
all data points from 1 min to 1 h within each group (i.e. initial uptake rate).

The observed, instant increase in tumor accumulation of co-injected 800CW-PEG accumulation
upon activation of ACT compound shows that transient, local blocking of blood flow can
improve penetration of macromolecules in tumors. This might be due to two effects; enhanced
vascular permeability caused by the shear forces on the vessel wall increasing the diffusion of
molecules across the capillary wall and/or; enhanced transcapillary pressure gradient caused by
the blocking bubble increasing the microvascular pressure thereby increasing the convection
and fluid flow across the capillary wall [22]. As with other treatments improving convection
enhanced delivery [23], this feature of ACT has the potential to enable enhanced delivery of
large therapeutic molecules to clinically significant volumes of targeted tissues, offering an
improved volume of distribution compared to simple diffusion which is a slow and inefficient
process for large molecules [24].
Furthermore, the accumulation of 800CW-PEG was observed to be even higher and more
persistent when a low frequency US enhancement step followed the activation step. The
oscillations of the large ACT bubbles may also create disruptions in the dense extracellular
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matrix between tumor cells and/or induce shear forces and streaming thereby improving the
tumor tissue distribution of therapeutic molecules even more.

3.3 ACT mediated delivery and uptake of lipophilic carbocyanine dye (DiR)
To study the effect of ACT when the microdroplet contains a payload for local delivery, DiR was
used as a model drug. Typical images from the control (no US) and DiR loaded ACT compound +
Activation and Enhancement US groups are shown in Figure 7. After administration of DiR
loaded ACT compound in the control group, no significant increase in NIR signal was observed
in the sham (no US) treated leg during the 30 min of imaging after injection. US treated tumor
showed instant DiR delivery, confined to the tumor tissue, with no change over 30 min after
treatment. NIR signal intensity, 1 min after treatment, minus pre-treatment signal was on
average 2.8 ± 0.6 ·10-3 and 0.0 ± 0.2 ·10-3, for the treated and control groups respectively.
Statistically significant (p<0.0008) delivery and uptake was hence observed for all treated
animals.

Figure 7. Local delivery using ACT: Near infra-red dye DiR deposition. Tumors ROIs are indicated by
dotted line. NIR images before treatment (Pre) and 1 and 30 min after treatment. Left: control (DiR
loaded ACT compound, no US treatment). Right: DiR loaded ACT compound + Activation and
Enhancement US insonation.

These results demonstrate the potential of ACT concept to deliver a drug payload locally and
specifically to targeted tumor tissue. This speed and extent into solid tumors have not been
observed before for a hydrophobic drug [25-26]. From its local release and deposition
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characteristics, we hypothesize that the ACT concept, and its microscale phase transition
attributes, may play a deterministic role in future hydrophobic drug release kinetics.

3.4 Tolerability
The ACT treatment was well tolerated; none of the animals used during the studies sited above
showed any sign of discomfort or weight loss after the procedures performed.

4. Conclusions
Developing suitable carriers for targeted drug delivery has proven to be challenging. In the
current paper, we provide proof of principle for a relatively simple but versatile drug delivery
concept shown to release, hold and enhance tumor uptake of both small hydrophobic
molecules loaded into the microbubble and co-injected hydrophilic macromolecules. Increasing
the specificity of drug uptake in this manner may significantly reduce the toxicity towards
healthy tissue and increase therapeutic efficacy. Studies to show this are under way.
Whereas the mechanisms behind the observed increased and tumor specific uptake are not
fully elucidated, it appears that the ACT concept can be applied as a versatile technique for
targeted drug delivery, beyond the current delivery paradigm. US controlled local delivery
serves a means to deliver therapeutic drugs in an efficient and focused manner and the ACT
concept may allow for local delivery of a wide range of substances such as conventional
chemotherapeutic agents, targeted toxins, other proteins, and nanocarriers.
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